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Alpina
A semi-annual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges

Alaska
Denali National Park and Preserve 2013. The 2013 season was the happiest
in years. It marked the centennial of the first ascent of Mt McKinley (20,320
ft) by the Hudson Stuck expedition (see "Who Led the First Ascent of
Denali?" by Christine Woodside in Appalachia, Summer/Fall 2012, LXIII no.
2 pages 46–54). Although fewer climbers than usual—1,151—registered for
the mountain, long stretches of warm, sunny weather made it possible for
an unusually high rate of success: 68 percent of them, or 787 climbers, reach
the summit. The number summiting was the highest ever, and the only time
the success rate went higher was in 1977, when 70 percent of the 360 starting
mountaineers succeeded. On more rarely attempted Mt Foraker, twelve
climbers registered and six made the top, not a bad score for Foraker.
	It was not a season for significant ascents, but 2013 was a smiling, friendly
100th birthday party for North America’s highest peak. The mountain was
kind to those attempting it. Only one died. Klaus Bielstein, 59, of Münster,
Germany, climbing with a guided party, suddenly collapsed with a heart
attack near Windy Corner on the popular West Buttress Route on May 19.
(In 2011, nine died; in 2012, six.) Only five rescues were required, two for
illness and three for minor injuries. In recent years, the number of rescue
efforts has averaged fifteen per year.
A team of descendants of the Hudson Stuck party reenacted the climb and
reached the summit on June 28, approximately 100 years later. Also that day,
78-year-old Tom Choate became the new “old man of McKinley,” displacing
Michio Kumamoto, who was 76 when he topped out in 2007. Choate’s ascent,
accomplished with a hip replacement, was his sixth—his first was in 1963.
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Nepal Himalaya
Monsoon (summer) and Post-Monsoon (autumn) Seasons for 2012.
Following the active 2012 pre-monsoon season, which included the
extraordinary crowds and long waiting lines reported last issue in Alpina
(Appalachia, Winter/Spring 2014, LXV no. 1), the summer (read full
monsoon) season was as usual nearly empty. The only try reported was a
Japanese team’s effort on Shey Shikar (6,138 m). This is a never-climbed
and recently opened peak SE of Kanjiroba. Satsuro Tsunoda led the four
Japanese and three Gurung porters, reaching only 5,700 m before encountering
dangerous rockfall and abandoning the effort.
Because the monsoon often clears slowly, and cold and wind increase,
fewer climbers attempt or climb very high mountains in Nepal in the autumn.
Add to this the politically motivated—almost whimsical—closures in China,
the government’s response to Tibetan and other ethnic unrest, and the result
was that the easy 8,000-m peak, Cho Oyu, lay effectively off-limits in postmonsoon 2012. (The summit of Cho Oyu lies on the Tibet–Nepal border, but
the easiest ascent route requires that the climber cross into Chinese Tibet.)
	Only one expedition, from China, was allowed to try Cho Oyu, and
that one failed. (In autumn 2011, when normal access was permitted,
43 expeditions tried the mountain and 21 succeeded.) With Cho Oyu offlimits, what I call “the Manaslu Effect” resulted. Manaslu (8,163 m) is not
easy, but it lies well within Nepal and has become something of a surrogate
for Cho Oyu. In autumn 2012, 54 expeditions scheduled a try on this oncelittle-visited mountain. (Only the much-lower Ama Dablam showed similar
popularity with 52 expeditions booked.) All of the Manaslu expeditions chose
the NE Face route, the usual way up the mountain but not as easy or safe as
Cho Oyu. The higher risks were amply demonstrated when twelve died—
eleven in a single avalanche on September 23 (discussed in more detail later).
This was the worst season and the worst single accident on Manaslu since
pre-monsoon 1972, when fifteen died in an avalanche and two in falls.
The three other deaths in the season were more typical. Two Uzbekistan
climbers, Ivan Lovanov and Ilyas Turkhavatullin, died in an avalanche on
Annapurna north side October 7, and on Lhotse Temba Sherpa fell to his
death on October 16.
The season was otherwise varied. Oddly, no one tried the “last unclimbed”
7,000-m Nepalese peak, Thulagi (7,059 m) SW of Manaslu. But “last
unclimbed” is always a matter of definition. Koreans Kim Chang-ho and Ahn
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Chi-young found another “last unclimbed” mountain, Himjung (7,092 m).
Himjung lies NE of Annapurna, in the Peri Himal. It opened for climbing
in 2002, but climbers have pretty much ignored it. After a 23-day approach
from Kathmandu to the little-traveled area, finishing with a donkey caravan,
the two climbers established a base camp about 12 km from the mountain.
Following a week of reconnaissance and acclimatization, they chose to try the
SW Face. Establishing two bivouac sites at 6,050 m and 6,770 m, the pair
started from the higher bivouac at 6 a.m. on October 13, and in severe cold
and wind reached the summit at 9:05 a.m. They descended by the same route.
The Piolets d’Or Asia awarded the climbers its Golden Ice Axe award at a
ceremony in Seoul on November 9, 2012.
Climbers made several attempts on unclimbed 6,000-m peaks. Two groups
succeeded. A New Zealand party of six on a mountain near Kangchenjunga,
Syaokang (which measures 5,929 m, but the New Zealanders claim just over
6,000 m), put all on the top except the leader, who suffered acute mountain
sickness. John Cocks, Martin Hunter, Geoffrey Lamarche, Paul Maxim, and

Because the Chinese government has limited access to Cho Oyu, many climbers have
started attempting Manaslu, seen here from the northeast. The 8,163-m main summit
appears behind and to the left of the jagged East Pinnacle. WIKIMEDIA COMMONS, BEN TUBBY
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Nick Shearer reached the summit at 3:30 p.m. on October 25 after a six-day
trip from Base Camp.
The other first ascent was of Hunku (6,119 m) near Chamlang and
Baruntse. Britons Nick Bullock and Andy Houseman reached the top via the
E Face on November 11, going from Base Camp to summit and back on a
single very cold day.
An enterprising French guide, Lionel Chatain, led three French clients
and two Sherpas into the group of 6,000-m peaks between Nargaon and the
Tibetan border NE of the Annapurnas. His original plan was a first ascent
of Amotsang (6,393 m), but he found it too difficult for his group. The party
(less Philippe Couture) then climbed without permission an unnamed peak
of 6,035 m between Jomsom (6,335 m) and Amotsang, an apparent first ascent.
Chatain; the two Sherpas, Nawang and Phu Dorchi; Guillame Hernandez;
and Philippe Marty reached the top at 2:30 p.m. on October 25 and returned
to a base below Pokharkan (6,372 m). On October 29, Chatain and the
two Sherpas made a repeat ascent of Pokharkan, which had been climbed
only twice before (in 2002, the year authorities first allowed climbers in, and
in 2009).
The Avalanche Accident on Manaslu. Fifty-four expeditions signed
up for the 2012 autumn season on Manaslu, which represented about a
60-percent increase over the busiest previous season of autumn 2008. All the
expeditions intended to climb the normal NE Face route. The weather was
cold and snowy, and progress was slow on the overcrowded route. (Someone
posted a photo of long waiting lines similar to those of the Everest logjam
that “went viral” in spring 2012, but Manaslu is not Everest, so little Web
interest arose.)
By September 22, at least five expeditions had reached the usual location
of Camp 3 at about 6,730 m. The expeditions varied in size from the large
expedition known as Expes.com Manaslu 2012, with thirteen members and
five Sherpas led by Fabrice Priez, to the Spanish Manaslu climb in autumn
2012 composed of leader Martin Gasuli Roig and Karma Sherpa. Camp 3 was
very crowded, and on September 22, most of the Sherpas were sent down to
make more room for members. Several members who felt unwell or unhappy
with the snow conditions also went down—which, of course, was a stroke of
luck for them.
	No one, at least no one who survived, saw the start of the massive avalanche
from about 7,500 m that swept through Camp 3 at 4:30 a.m. on September
23, when most were asleep. The avalanche destroyed and buried most of the
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tents at Camp 3, and it carried two tents nearly down to Camp 2. The air
blast flattened all of the tents at Camp 2 but caused no deaths or serious
injuries there.
Five climbers on the Expes.com expedition died. They were Priez, the
leader, 45; his co-leader, Ludovic Challeat, 42; Catharine Ricord, 48 (the
only female to die); and Philippe Bos, 55. All four of those climbers were
from France. Dominique Ouimet, 48, of Canada, also died. Claude Belmas
and Thomas Grenier of France were injured and evacuated by helicopter.
The Sherpas, sent down the night before, all escaped injury. Rémy Lécluse,
the leader of the France Manaslu Expedition, “vanished” along with his tent.
Glen Plake, an American, was in a tent with Gregory Costa, 27, of France.
The tent was swept down 300 to 400 m into a crevasse—Costa “totally
disappeared.” Plake was badly bruised, but climbed out of the crevasse and
left the mountain as soon as he could. The two-man expedition of Marti
Gasuli Roig, 43, and Karma Sherpa were also swept down to about 6,000 m.
Roig died, but Karma Sherpa survived with little injury.
The Italian Manaslu Expedition climbers (led by the very experienced
Alberto Magliano) were sleeping in two separate tents when the avalanche
struck. Magliano, 66, and Dawa Dorje Sherpa, 28, were buried about 1.5-m
deep. Their team members Christian Gobbi and Silvio Mondinelli found
them dead after two hours of diligent probing. The Amical Alpin Manaslu
Expedition 2012, led by Robert Hochreiter (who had to cut his way out of
his tent) lost Christian Mittermeyer, 44. Andreas Reiter suffered a fractured
vertebra and had to be evacuated by helicopter.
	In all, the avalanche killed eleven. The bodies of Lecluse and Costa were
not found by the end of the season. Five mountaineers were injured severely
enought to require evacuation to the hospital.
The Manaslu 2012 avalanche tragedy was foreshadowed. Manaslu was first
explored in 1950 and ascended for the first time by a Japanese expedition via
the NE Face route in 1956. Further attempts on the mountain were rare, and
the first deaths occurred only in the spring of 1971. On April 10, 1972, a massive avalanche, eerily similar to the 2012 disaster, killed fifteen members and
Sherpas of a South Korean expedition on the NE Face route. As in 2012, all
were in tents at Camp 3 (then located at about 6,500 m) when the avalanche
struck the sleeping camp at 3:15 a.m. Four rapidly succeeding snow flows
wiped out the camp leaving only a few alive. (As in 2012, the event description depends largely on the stories of a few shaken survivors.)
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Through the end of 2012, 79 have died on Manaslu. Avalanches caused 38
(48.1 percent) of these deaths. The second most frequent cause was falls—21
(26.6 percent). Setting aside the two massive early-morning avalanches in
1972 and 2012, only twelve avalanche deaths occurred in the 40 years between.
Those twelve deaths occurred mostly at various elevations on the NE Face
route, which is not surprising because that is by far the most used route.
Whether the 2012 catastrophe will decrease the popularity of Manaslu as a
surrogate for Cho Oyu or cause modification of the NE Face route and camp
siting remains to be seen.
After the 2012 avalanche, several expeditions and a few individual members
and Sherpas had had enough, and they left the mountain. But a surprising
number of them reacted with an “other than that, Mrs. Lincoln, how was
the play?” attitude. Indeed, the remainder of the season could be judged as
successful. Of the 54 expeditions originally registered for the autumn season,
22 (40.7 percent) put members on top. Sixty-three members and 46 Sherpas
summited, 54 without the use of supplementary oxygen. Fourteen women
made the climb, three without oxygen. Few of these ascents were notable.
Victor Correa, an independent climber from Colombia, is believed to have
died on the mountain. He was sick and had to descend but ultimately reached
and stayed at the nearly deserted Camp 2 until October 3, when he apparently
wandered higher. He has not been found.
The Winter Season 2012–2013. This season is always unpopular—
obviously weather is likely to be bad. The best chance for an ascent is to take
advantage of the peculiar Nepalese definition of winter season: Expeditions
may establish base camps and begin operations on December 1, and they may
reach the summit as early as December 15. The idea is to descend before the
weather really gets bad. Two of the three expeditions in the 2012–2013 winter
ignored the strategy, for some reason, and the other played the game pretty
well, but all failed in almost continuous cold, wind, and snow.
The two expeditions to Ama Dablam (6,814 m) did not reach Base Camp
at 4,500 below the usual SW Ridge Route until January. The Japanese on
Ama Dablam Expedition of two—inexperienced leader Koki Takahashi, 32,
and Lhakpa Sherpa, 44—got there on January 1. Lhakpa had a good résumé
including many climbs of Ama Dablam, three in autumn 2012, but he had
never made a climb in winter. They reached their high point of 5,400 m
on January 4 and left Base Camp on January 8, citing “high winds.” The
impressively named Inchon Teachers College Alpine Club Ama Dablam
Expedition was composed of the inexperienced leader Park Moo-young, 47,
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two younger but middle-aged Koreans, 43 and 37, and Tanji Sherpa. Tanji
had climbed Everest three times and Ama Dablam twice, but had no recorded
winter ascents. The expedition reached Base Camp on January 5. All climbing
together, they, with difficulty, reached Camp 2 on January 14. In wind and
snow, they struggled to the site of Camp 3 (6,500 m) on January 15, but
could not bear the wind and retreated to Base Camp where they decided to
abandon the climb and leave on January 18.
Russian Liudmila Mikhanovskaia was one of the successful climbers
on Manaslu in the autumn, reaching the summit on October 1, when she
decided to stay in Nepal and try a winter ascent of Pumori (7,138 m) in the
Khumbu. Mikhanovskaia had impressive experience for the task: In addition to Manaslu, she’d climbed Everest, Ama Dablam, and Gangchempo
(6,378 m) in winter—on the day before Christmas in 2011. For her Pumori
try, she chose three experienced Sherpas, including Dorje Sherpa from the
Khumbu who had ascended Everest five times and had led Mikhanovskaia on
Gangchempo. This time the leader herself, Mikhanovskaia took the team to a
base camp near Kala Patar below the SW Ridge on December 9. Perhaps still
tired or dispirited after Manaslu, Mikhanovskaia barely reached 6,000 m on
December 14. The Sherpas reached 6,400 m that day and all retreated to Base
Camp. The Sherpas tried again on the 18th but again found the wind too high
at 6,400 m, and the expedition left Base Camp on December 20.

The Karakoram and Pakistan
Pakistan’s 8,000-Meter Peaks in Winter. Climbing 8,000-m peaks is often
unpleasant and sometimes dangerous, doubly so in winter. The five 8,000ers
in Pakistan lie about 500 miles further north than the eight in Nepal or on
its borders and Shisha Pangma; thus, those in Pakistan are colder. None had
a first winter ascent before 2011, when Gasherbrum II was climbed. Then in
March 2012, Gasherbrum I fell to a Polish team—at the cost of three deaths
and three cases of severe frostbite (see Alpina in Appalachia, Summer/Fall
2013, LXIV no. 2).
Artur Hajzer of Poland and others formed an enterprise they called
“Polish Winter Himalaism, 2010–2015” to “make the first winter ascents
of the remaining 8,000-meter peaks by the next generation of Polish
mountaineering.” Other nationalities were already in competition. Hajzer had
led the Gasherbrum I team, but in January 2013 (under the same auspices) the
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veteran Krzysztof Wielicki was chosen to lead the small Polish expedition to
Broad Peak (8,047 m), arriving at Base Camp on January 23, and spending
February to establish a prepared path and a series of camps up the Normal
Route. Maciej Barbeka, Adam Bielicki, Tomasz Kowalski, and Artur Malek
left 7,400-m Camp 4 for the summit at dawn on March 5. Although the
weather was good, climbing was slow because of the winter conditions, and
the four did not reach the summit area until 4 p.m. To save time, they decided
to climb separately, each at his own pace. All arrived at the main summit
sometime between 5:20 and 6 p.m., and each descended immediately.
All had been climbing well, but Kowalski deteriorated quickly on the
descent and moved very slowly, eventually taking a surprising twelve hours
to reach the pass at 7,900 m. He had an operating phone and reported seeing Barbeka below him a couple of times. Bielicki returned to Camp 4 by
10:10 p.m., and Malek reached it at 2 a.m. on March 6. Neither had the
strength to assist his comrades, though both spotted Barbeka at about 7,700
m early that morning. Later that day, Pakistani Karim Hayat set out from
Camp 2 and eventually reached 7,700 m but saw no trace of either missing
man. No one held out hope that they survived after two nights out in the
high mountain cold. The expedition left the mountain achieving the first
winter ascent of Broad Peak at the cost of Barbeka, 58, and Kowalski, 27.
The two 8,000ers no one has yet summited in winter are, not surprisingly, the most difficult: K2 (8,611 m) and Nanga Parbat (8,125 m). K2 is the
second highest mountain in the world and the steepest of the giants. Nanga
Parbat, though only the ninth highest, is in some sense the biggest. It really
is a sprawling complex of peaks with many possible approaches, all hard and
dangerous. In February 2012, a Russian team abandoned its much publicized
attempt on K2 when Vitaly Gorelick died at Base Camp from the aftereffects
of severe frostbite suffered in route preparation. (Heavy snows delayed his
evacuation to a hospital.)
Winter 2012–2013 saw four attempts on Nanga Parbat. The closest to a
success was that of Poles Marek Klonowski and Tomasz Mackiewicz on the
Schell Route. Mackiewicz reached a bivouac above the Mazeno Gap and made
a solo try from there. He was forced back from a high point at about 7,400 m.
The most romantic attempt, if the term romantic can be applied to the winter
climbing of 8,000ers, was by Elisabeth Revol of France and Italian Danielle
Nardi of Italy. They chose the Mummery Rib, attempted by J. Norman Collie,
A. F. Mummery, and porters in 1895. (Mummery and two Ghurkas were later
lost in an attempt to cross the Diama Pass—the first mountaineering deaths
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on Nanga Parbat.) Revol and Nardi found the rib exposed to wind and driven
snow and often extraordinarily cold. (One reading at 6,000 m was –48 degrees
Centigrade, the equivalent of –54.4 degrees Fahrenheit!) They retreated from
a high point of 6,400 m in mid-February, after frostbite damage to Nardi
and a weather report predicting still more snow. An American–Hungarian
team on the NE Face had no success. Hungarian Zoltan Robert Acs left early,
and Hungarian David Klein and American Ian Overton abandoned the route
low on the mountain. Finally, Joel Wischnewski (from France, last name
notwithstanding) made a solo attempt on the SE Pillar. After he had made
no contact for some time, three Pakistani mountaineers searched the lower
portion of the route, but they found no trace of Wischnewski.
As I write these notes in February 2014, mountaineers of several nationalities are in Pakistan vying for the first ascents of the last two 8,000ers
unclimbed in winter—to date without success.
Summer 2013. The mountaineering death of Artur Hajzer in summer 2013
was a severe blow to the Polish program of winter 8,000er climbs. Hajzer, the
founder of and principal advocate for Polish Winter Himalaism 2010–2015,
and Marcin Kaczkan were in the Gasherbrums in July trying to improve the
record for summiting both Gasherbrum I and Gasherbrum II in the shortest
time. That record is apparently now held by Elisabeth Revol, who linked the
two peaks in 52.5 hours, July 30 to August 1, 2008. On July 7, 2013, Hajzer and
Kaczkan were retreating in bad weather from a summit try on Gasherbrum
I (8,068 m). They separated, and Hajzer fell to his death. Kaczkan survived
and located Hajzer’s body the same day. (See the “In Memoriam” section of
this Alpina.)
	On Broad Peak (8,047 m), five Iranians—Aidan Bozorgi, Pouya Keivan,
Maitaba Jarabi, Ramin Shajael, and Afshin Saadi—arrived in July to attempt
the completion of a new route on the SW Face that a larger group had abandoned in 2009 because of illness. All five easily reached the 6,800-m Camp
3 on the Normal Route, having bypassed a portion of the new route already
traced in 2009. On July 13, Bozorgi, Keivan, and Jarabi struck out on the new
route traversing to right of the Normal Route, leaving their two companions
in support at Camp 3. The route proved difficult, requiring three bivouacs
(one day after only 100 m of elevation gain) before they reached the main
summit early on July 16 for the first ascent of the SW Face. They planned
to descend by the Normal Route hoping to reach Camp 3 and their
comrades soon.
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Unfortunately, the trio apparently climbed down slowly, diverging from
the route and requiring two more bivouacs before reaching 7,900 m. Had
they been on route, descent to Camp 3 should have been easy, but on July 18
Bozorgi reported by satellite phone that they had no food or water, had lost
their tent in a wind storm, and that Jarabi was ill. Shajael and Saadi, ill themselves, could not mount a rescue from Camp 3 and descended to Base Camp
for help. Bozorgi called twice more, the last time on the 20th—incoherent,
alone, and unable to descend a steep wall. (Later GPS analysis of Bozorgi’s
recorded calls suggested he was on the W Face well south of the Normal
Route.) Two Sherpas eventually reached the 7,850-m col and found no trace.
After July 22, deteriorating weather hampered rescue attempts. Bozorgi, Keivan, and Jarabi had been above 7,000 m for nine days, much of the time
without food, water, or a tent. The team abandoned the search with no hope
that the three had survived.
Baltistan and the Hispar Muztagh 2013. A Canadian pair made the
alpine-style first ascent of K6 West (7,040 m) in the Chakrakusa valley of
Baltistan despite the uncertainty and fear generated by the terrorist attack
killing eleven at Nanga Parbat Base Camp on June 22, 2013. (See Alpina in
Appalachia, Winter/Spring 2014, LXV no. 1.) Rafael Slawinski, Ian Welsted,
and Jesse Huey of Canada planned an attack on the unclimbed summit, publicized in 2007 when three parties of distinguished mountaineers invaded the
area, climbing K7 West but failing to reach the top of the higher K6 West. In
2013, the three Canadians were two hours into the long drive from Islamabad
to Skardu by the Karakoram Highway when they learned of the Nanga Parbat
attack. They returned to Islamabad to review their options. Huey thought the
risks and the resulting stress to his family too high and returned to Canada.
Slawinski and Welsted avoided the dangers and probable delays on the Karakoram Highway by taking a flight to Skardu. The most dangerous part of the
trip was the final approach march to reach Base Camp at 4,300 m, as Slawinski told Alpinist, “up an active icefall, then a narrow valley with [avalanche]
hazard from far above.”
After acclimatization and the identification of “one of the most aesthetic
big mountain lines” up the NW Face, Slawinski and Welsted left Base Camp
on July 25 carrying 20-kg packs. The aesthetic line was difficult, requiring
four bivouacs, the last at 6,500 m on July 28. On the 29th, they left the
bivouac before dawn. It was very cold but the snow was good. They reached
the summit early for the first ascent, then basked in the sun before returning
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to 6,500 m. On July 30, the pair made more than 30 rappels down the route,
finally sheltering in the bergschrund to avoid heavy rock fall as the afternoon
sun hit the face. After the face cooled, they made a dash for Base Camp and
safety, arriving long after sunset.
The Kunyang Chhish is a massif of steep mountains in the Hispar
Muztagh region of Pakistan. The highest summit, Kunyang Chhish Main
(7,852 m), is called the 21st highest mountain in the world and was climbed
by Andrzej Zawada’s expedition way back in 1971. Americans Steve House and
Vince Anderson tried Kunyang Chhish East (7,400 m) via the 2,700-m SW
Face in 2006. They failed only 300 m from the summit. The huge unclimbed
face and the mountain then joined that rather elastic category, “one of the
great remaining problems in alpinism.”
Distinguished Swiss climber Simon Anthamatten and Austrian brothers
Hansjörg and Mathias Auer decided to resolve the problem in summer 2013.
They arrived at a base camp below the face on June 12. Following a long period
of acclimatization and then several retreats forced by cold, high winds, and
heavy snow, their meteorologist (in Innsbruck) forecast a window of good
but not great weather. All three left the base camp at 4 a.m. on July 14 and
made three bivouacs on the face, the last in a crevasse at 6,800 m where they
sat out two days of bad weather. At 6 a.m. on July 18, the trio left the crevasse
and set off in clear, cold weather with no wind. Conditions worsened, but
they reached the summit for the first ascent of the face and the mountain at
12:30 p.m. They descended to their base camp that day. A great problem had
been solved.

Indian Himalaya
Indian East Karakoram 2013. India holds most of Kashmir and the East
Karakoram, a control greatly resented by Pakistan. As a result, an ugly border
war has simmered for many years. In the East Karakoram, this meant the
physical, economic, and ecological effects of military and police control.
Mountaineering was sometimes confined to military or police groups, whose
self-reported narratives have been often cryptic and occasionally erroneous.
More recently, decreasing hostility between India and Pakistan led Indian
authorities to permit Indian civilian expeditions and even foreign civilian
expeditions with 50 percent Indian participation.
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The Kolkata (Calcutta) section of the Himalayan Club mounted a major
expedition to Plateau Peak (7,287 m) near Saser Kangri I in July 2013. The
mountain, distinctly flat topped as shown by its informal name, is near but not
actually in the disputed Siachen area and has seen several previous attempts
by Indian and binational groups—all failing because of route difficulties.
The Kolkata expedition was in classical heavy (read “old fashioned”) style.
Debraj Dutta led seventeen members and Sherpas up the South Phukpoche
Glacier to establish a 4,706-m base camp below the W Ridge (the site of most
previous attempts) on July 14.
The expedition then ground up the route, establishing and stocking three
higher camps and laying 2.6 km of fixed rope. The nine-man summit team
left the 6,366-m top camp at midnight on July 30 and reached the summit
at 1:30 a.m. in fine, warm weather. The summiters, Dutta, Pradeep Sahoo,
Subrata De, Prasanta Gorai, with Sherpas Phurba, Mingma, Lakpa Tenzing,
Dawa, and Lakpa Norbu, then walked the length of the 2.5-km plateau. All
enjoying the extensive view and, I suppose, ensuring that the actual highest
point was trod. They then descended safely by the route of ascent.
A smaller, more loosely organized Indo-British team made the first ascent
of Chamsen Kangri (7,017 m) in the Saser Kangri group. Though “getting
there” took well more than half the time, it proved to be substantially less
than “half the fun.”
The Indian component included Divyesh Muni (although the expedition
refused to designate a formal leader, he came as close as any), his wife, Vineeta,
six climbing Sherpas, four other staff, and a liaison officer. The Britons were
Andy Parkin, Susan Jensen, and Victor Saunders. The original plan called for
tries on both Plateau Peak and Chamsen, but the expedition was forestalled by
the Kolkata section success described earlier. The plan, nevertheless, remained
ambitious. They would approach up the South Phukpoche Glacier, go over
the never-before-crossed 6,150-m Sakang Col, then descend to the narrow
North Shukpa Kunchang Glacier that rises between the high 7,000ers Saser
Kangri II and III to reach the area below Chamsen.
The expedition entered the field on July 22 and found the col a major
barrier, involving extensive reconnaissance, several failed attempts, and the
fixing of 1 km of rope. The crossing was completed on August 10, and the
expedition ran the gauntlet of hanging seracs above the glacier to locate
Chamsen Base Camp below the W Ridge at 5,600 m. The long approach had
depleted supplies, and the British members undertook a restocking mission,
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back through the gauntlet and over the col. On August 14, they erected a tiny
two-tent camp on the glacier below the col, about 1.5 km from the N Face of
7,518 m Saser Kangri II. At 10 p.m., a massive avalanche fell down the face.
Little snow and debris reached the camp, but the air blast tore loose both
tents and hurled them down the glacier. Parkin’s tent ripped open as it fell
into a crevasse, dropping him 20 m down the crevasse. The tent containing
Jensen and Saunders rolled to a stop just short of the same crevasse. Most of
the food, climbing equipment, and other supplies were scattered and lost.
Jensen and Saunders found a rope and a few slings and began a several-hour
rescue. They finally pulled Parkin, his rucksack, and his tent to the surface.
He was in great pain and could not stand.
	On the morning of August 15, Saunders and Jensen doped Parkin heavily
with painkillers and walked him about 2 km to a safer location, leaving him
there in his battered tent. They then headed off to Chamsen Base Camp for
help. Early the next day, Saunders, Divyesh Muni, and the Sherpas returned
to Parkin and carried him back to Base Camp.
The Indian authorities forbid the use, even the possession, of satellite
phones in the East Karakoram. Fortunately, the expedition had disregarded
the rule and had a phone. In what must have been a sometimes-tense
discussion on August 17, the Indian Air Force agreed to attempt the difficult
rescue in marginal weather. As good as their word, they had Parkin at
the hospital in Leh two days later. He had a “minor” fracture of his sacrum
(tail bone) and soon was on his way to recovery.
The rest of the expedition suffered a week of bad weather. Their supplies
and fuel were by then severely limited. The climbers probably felt locked into
the most laborious of anticlimaxes. Nevertheless, taking advantage of a short
fine spell, they surged up the W Ridge of Chamsen, establishing two camps
and fixing 600 m of rope. From their top camp at 6,500 m, they reached the
summit at 10:30 a.m. for the first ascent on August 21 and descended that day.
The summiters were Divyesh and Vineeta Muni, Saunders, Jensen (who thus
joined the limited club of British women who have made the first ascent of a
7,000 m peak), with Sherpas Samgyal, Mingma, Ang Dorji, Chedar, Dawa,
and Karma. Everyone safely re-crossed the Sakang Col in 17 hours on August
24 and reached Leh on August 29.
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In Memoriam
Artur Hajzer, 1962–2013. The July 7, 2013, death of Artur Hajzer on
Gasherbrum I removed a living link to the glory days of Polish mountaineering
and a major driving force for its revitalization. Hajzer began climbing in
the Tatras and the Alps at 12, and first reached the Himalaya in 1982 at 20.
A year later, he climbed Tirich Mir, a high 7,000er in the Hindu Kush by a
new variant. His fine performance let him join the Polish mountaineering
old guard—Krzysztof Wielicki, Jerzy Kukuczka, Wanda Rutkiewicz, and
others—on Lhotse S Face and Kangchenjunga. In 1986, Hajzer climbed
Manaslu in the autumn with Kukuczka, and in February 1987, the pair made
the first winter ascent of Annapurna. Later that year, Hajzer accompanied
Kukuczka to the summit of Shisha Pangma—the last of the fourteen 8,000ers
for Kukuczka—the second man to complete the list. For a time, Hajzer
caught the all-fourteen fever, but he wanted to do it “his way” and never
completed the count.
	In 1989, Hajzer played a major part in the rescue of Andrzej Marciniak,
stranded on the Lho La near Everest after an avalanche killed five of his skilled
Polish companions. Depressed by these losses and the death of Kukuczka
on Lhotse that year, Hajzer abandoned high-altitude mountaineering at age
28. He established an outdoor equipment business, which flourished and
enriched him, then crashed, taking most of his new fortune with it. Hajzer
decided to return to the big mountains, picking up a few more 8,000ers.
With Wielicki, Hajzer became the driving force and principal fund-raiser for
the elaborate Polish Winter Himalaism 2010–2015 project. He also led three
winter mountaineering expeditions to the Karakoram: Broad Peak in 2008–
2009 and 2010–2011 and Gasherbrum I in 2011–2012—the last one successful.
	In July 2013, Hajzer, then 51, and younger climber Marcin Kaczkan were
engaged in an attempt to forge a fast link between the summits of Gasherbrum I and Gasherbrum II without a return to Base Camp. They reached
nearly 8,000 m on the Normal Route up Gasherbrum I, but had to turn back
in strong winds. They separated near the Japanese Couloir, and Hajzer feared
that Kaczkan had fallen. Perhaps distracted, he fell himself. Kaczkan, actually
descending the Couloir below, saw Hajzer fall past and climbed down to find
him dead. Kaczkan had minor injuries but eventually descended to Camp 2,
where he was rescued by a Russian team on July 9.
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The death of Artur Hajzer on a high-summer climb may seem ironic,
but his program encouraged the maintenance of good physical conditioning
and regular training on the summer 8,000ers guided by experienced mountaineers. Perhaps the real irony is that Hajzer, the man who once abandoned
high-altitude mountaineering because of its high death toll, fostered the competition that led to and still leads to death for distinguished mountaineers
from Poland and other nations.
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—Jeffery Parrette
Alpina Editor
Guy and Laura Waterman spent a lifetime reflecting and
writing on the Northeast’s mountains. The Waterman Fund
seeks to further their legacy of stewardship through essays
that celebrate and explore issues of wilderness, wildness, and
humans through the Fund’s annual essay contest.
The 2015 essay contest invites emerging writers to explore
more deeply the theme of who the stewards of wilderness
are. More men than women explore professional careers in
the stewardship of wilderness and public land management.
What, if any, bearing does gender have on our shared and
individual perceptions of, and relationship to, wilderness?
Is there a relationship between gender, wilderness exploration, and the management of these invaluable public lands?
Alternately, does the spirit of wildness transcend gender?
The Waterman Fund encourages all interested writers to
explore these questions in the coming months. For more
information about us and the essay contest, please visit
www.watermanfund.org.
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